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WE OFFER

5 TYPES OF                                         POSSIBILITIES
VACATIONS

Basic                                                     Guided
Family                                                    FIT
Romance                                                Groups
Luxury                                                   Adventure
Corporate Plus                                        All Inclusive

ALL MODES OF TRAVEL

We Create 5 types of Vacations :

Basic:  Because everyone deserves a quality Vacation!

Family: 16 and under stay free. Reunions a Specialty.
Don’t forget we are Disney and Universal Partners

Romance: Destination Weddings, Free wedding with Honeymoons, all
the Getaways on the way to the altar, Romantic Adventures



Anniversaries

Luxury: Spas, Yachts, Private Jets, Trips Around the World
Bucket and Wish lists are welcome

Corporate Plus: Keep Everybody Happy!

Glossary

Guided:  Guided by the Experts
These vacations are very safe. They are great for families and groups
and can often be a different adventure for all. We offer packages  for
18-35 exclusively as well as all other age groups. Any pace or mode of
travel you choose. Many, give you opportunities for once in a lifetime
cultural activities and adventures.
Destinations, we offer the World

FIT:
Dream Vacation packages  tailored to your idea of a Dream Vacation.
With our many partners are able to connect with your loyalty programs
and sign you up for more, they are free. We get deals and specials all
the time from our many partners and would love to share them with
you.

Groups:
Most often 10 rooms or 15+Travelers. Private landing pages or mini
sites are available with dedicated payment. group size flexibility, as
long as minimums are kept. Discounts and perks are almost always
available. Contract options. ”Bank your Vacation” is available at
wowvaca.com
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Adventure:
Now we are talking! You would be amazed at what people do at
Waterfalls from repelling, kayaking, viewing or  getting  up close and
personal.  Perhaps a rigorous shoulder massage (my favorite) people
say they have kinetic energy and in Dreams they signify abundance.
We can always offer a convenient Waterfall option should your package
not include one.
Seriously,Travelers have Passions, and we can include many of these
daily for free. Here are some Passion Package possibilities. Remember
we offer all modes or travel so please let us know your preferences.

ON LAND: Horses/Golf/Walking/Hiking/Trekking/Zoos/
Birdwatching/Snowskiing/Snowboarding/Waterparks/Amusement
Parks/Roller Skating/Ice Skating/Spelunking/Snowmobiling

On the Water:
Houseboating,Yachting/Rafting/Tubing/Canoeing/Kayaking/
Canoeing/SUP/Fishing/Water Ski/Jet Ski /Fishing/Deep Sea
Fishing/Sailing/Boating

In the Water:



Dolphins/Whale Sharks/Scuba/Snorkeling/Swimming/Submarine
Viewing/

In the Air:
Hot Air Ballooning,/Heli Hiking/Heli Skiing/Helicopter/Private Jet
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All Inclusive: Forget about the high prices at the Grocery store for a
while and indulge in bountiful food, drink and activities. Great beaches,
lots of amenities, let Yourself be pampered. My Mother said on her last
all inclusive trip that her biggest problem was the Cabana Boy bringing
her too many fancy drinks!
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